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About This Content

The GE 44-ton switcher is a small but tough switching locomotive first built in the 1940s, and is now available as a Pennsylvania
Railroad switcher for the Horseshoe Curve.

Built by General Electric specifically to weigh no more than 44 short tons in order to fit in with the labour agreements for train
crews in those days, the GE 44-tonner was created during the early days of the transition from steam to diesel freight haulage in
North America and found work on railroads across the country. Regulations at the time said that any locomotive weighing more

than 44 tons must have a second crewman in the cab: the GE 44-tonner could be run with only a driver, saving money for the
railroad. More than 350 examples were built up until 1956, with various power units being fitted over the years, and around 20

still exist in preservation across the US and beyond.

Developed for Dovetail Games by Digital Train Models, the GE 44-ton switcher comes in PRR black livery with scenarios for
the Horseshoe Curve route.

Includes:

Includes the General Electric 44-Tonner switcher diesel locomotive in Pennsylvania Railroad black livery, featuring opening cab
doors and windows.

Scenarios

4 scenarios for Horseshoe Curve:
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Ins and Outs at Altoona

Pullin' out of Picardi

Out of the Shed

Rarely on the Main
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Title: Train Simulator: PRR GE 44 Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Digital Train Model
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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In-game video and review posted here: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=EhJXzxSkQY8&feature=youtu.be

Would love to see whrere this one goes in the future with such a young developer. I won't deny the number of bugs it currently
has, but what it did right it did well.. Cool looking game with some psychedelic sounds, but not a lot going on. As far as puzzles
go, they're fairly intuitive in the over world, but once you get into the tape worlds they range from middling to mildly
interesting. All around cool though.

The controls are clearly designed for touch-screen, which leaves the manipulation of objects weighty and draggy. Transitions
between screens are also very belabored with a camera that's downright frustrating (at one point, leaving through a certain door
will automatically pan you to a room you've already been in and away from the door right next to it that you need to go to next...
it will do this every time... every, single time, and the only way to proceed is to notice that the game is screwing with you and
forcefully rotate back to the area again).

I haven't actually finished the game and probably won't. I found all of the secrets up through the end of the fourth level,
however I apparently did the quest slightly out of order. The mechanics are such that these gated magnetic spools change the
nature of your tapes as well as the environments within. I used one before finding the right key and, there you have it, the level
was irrevocably broken.

The final level. Of the whole game. Completely broken because of an unexpected mechanical quirk of the game's non-linear
design.

This wouldn't have been such an issue if the game gave you the option to restart the level you're on, but nope. If you want to
redo any part of the game once you're in the middle of it you have to redo THE ENTIRE GAME. Your data gets erased, game
over, have another shot.

Sooo... no. I can't recommend this game. It's charming on the surface but anything but player-friendly once you get into it. 4/10
for breaking right at the end, not due to a bug, but due to a feature.. Back in 1997 or 1998, I loved the original version of this
game.

But this version is simply unplayable for me because it won't let me configure control. In this version, I can configure buttons
but I CANNOT configure axis. This is a fatal problem for me.

I hope the developer can add the configuration functionality.. Statues of Arnold as Conan! Stealth body paint from the movie!
*excited squealing*

Buy it now, Crom demands it!. I thought this was going to be a decent game because i am a fan of adult swim games, but this is
just disappointing. Everything is wrong about this game. It wants to be a 2D dark souls like Salt and Sanctuary but fall short of
every game standard. My main issue is how awkward the controls are, and sometimes there is a delay on the keystrokes which
never works out well. The part which is really back is that i can't even change the controls in the options, i can't change much in
the options at all, i can't even turn down that annoying music. This is a browser game that really should be free but in reality is
$17 (CAD) what a joke that is. I would price it at $5. The one postiive thing i can say this that the visuals are kinda nice..
Unfinished game.. This novel concept for a game has clearly been thoughtfully designed well implemented, as proven by the
enjoyable gameplay. The varying levels of difficulty allow for a tough challenge or a relaxing evening of multi-tasking
depending on the mood, which I really like. I'd definitely recommend this game to people with all levels of multi-tasking
experience!. Used to be Amazing but now it SUCKS there is absolutely no reason to ever use this commander at all. The t70
rush was not over powered, just build AT and GG ez. You can thank the crybabies who don't know about MINES or ANTI
TANK GUNS to counter this commander! Absolutely worthless WORTHLESS. DO NOT I REPEAT DO NOT BUY THIS. If
you thought this was OP you probably sucked throbbing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at defending in COH 2. This
is a cute little game about small ninjas fighting to defeat a great evil samurai warlord. It has nice aesthetics and an interesting
method of gameplay. Will you succeed in stopping the threat and freeing the world?
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Really fun fantasy reading game. Sure wish there was an option for it to read for me though; I get sleepy when I read books on
my own. lol. Exactly what I saw, wanted and voted for, anyone down-voting this is a complete moron who is too ignorant to
know what they're buying, before they buy it. The exact game I loved back in my childhood, now on Steam! what more can I
ask for!

Also, people complaining about it being an emulated version, what else did you expect? Worth every single dollar!. It's really
sad that this game hasn't gotten more recognition than it has. It's one of the few puzzle games I really enjoy. Kinda reminds me
of Meteos and Super Puzzle Fighter II Turbo. Not from the gameplay, but because of the level of excellence. You owe it to
yourself to buy this game.. Amazing game, and affordable. I played through it with a couple of friends. Kinda short, probably a
few hours of content out of it. I'm excited for the new content that will also be free.. The Best Tactical Game i EVER
played!!!!. Fantastic pixel art.
• Challenging, but not sadistic platformer puzzles.
• Deep and creepy atmosphere.
• Lots of secrets.
• Some spooky jumpscares.
• Literally preaches Satanism.
666/10, not a single thing not to love.. this was really short but vary scary and for 0.99 cents its a hell of a deal! dont belive me
check out my video it will tell you alot more about the game then i ever could. :)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GJ39Fl0XMA. First of all, this is a solid, well designed game that I would recommend to
anyone interested in educational RTS style play that doesn't involve shooting things. Its real strength comes from realistic
approach to balanced resource management (expand too slow or too quickly and you die). There is plenty of challenge build into
the game play which will probably keep anyone intrigued by potential Mars colonization glued to the screen for hours.

Having said that, the game does need some polish. I haven't encountered any major bugs, but I felt that camera rotation and
individual colonist management could be made more intuitive. The tech tree and achievement system are adequate but seem a
bit disconnected from the game play. I found graphics to be more than sufficient since I don't believe more visual realism would
add anything to this type of game. Finally, I think that this game could focus a bit more on Mars exploration that promotes
fantasy and curiosity elements of play. In other words, less grind, more unexpected discoveries and surprises with larger maps.

Overall, this a great start and I look forward to future updates..
\u8eca\u8f1b\u8207\u4eba\u7269\u7684\u64cd\u4f5c\u611f\u548c\u65b9\u5411\u6027\u4e0d\u4e00\u81f4
\u6574\u500b\u5dee\u5230\u7206,\u6839\u672c\u6c61\u8fb1GTA\u7cfb\u5217\u7684\u7cde\u4f5c
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